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Our strict and stripped-down storage furniture 
has the greatest focus on function but does not 
leave quality & design to chance.

All products in the Evolution series are based on 
A4-adapted height-units which make it easy to 
maximize the utilization of the room’s space.

E V O L U T I O N
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wear with pride.

In sharp folds, paper becomes hard. Within the 
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leather, harmony unfolds.

Togther with Alstermo Bruk, we´ve developed a 
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and natural tanned leather, we are able to 
minimize the enviromental impact. Durable 
lacquered cardborad bags are a natural part of 
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A choice to be proud of. 
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Holder  - An accessory to Folder. Keeps paper, 
pens and computer organized.

Shoulder - A computer case that you can easily 
throw over your shoulder.

	$+./ - - A bag with a lot of character that can 
easily be adjusted between three positions; 
portfolio, shoulder bag and backpack. 

Roller - An interpretation of the classic drawing 
tube, holds rolled A2 sheets.

Design: ADDI

Rows, angles, and repetition. 

Combine Pose to create a graphic pattern or a 
winding maze.

Pose is an exposure shelf that can be all that you 
need: mailbox, paper stock or magazine shelf.
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precise corners and small depth, Pose can 
become more of a sculpture than furniture.
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P O S E
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that blends in. A wide range solves the needs in
all situations. Classic, sustainable and cost-
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- MIZETTO


